
Theme: Introduction of new 
grammar- The Present Perfect 

Continuous Tense

Aim: to practise in using of new   

       vocabulary and grammar  in speech



Let’s speak)))

What season of the year is it now?
What is the weather like today?
What was the weather like yesterday?
What is the sky like today?
Is it raining now?
Did  it rain yesterday?

You can 
use: cold, 
cool , 
warm , 
frosty, 
terrible, 
cloudy, 
blue, grey, 
muddy, 
nasty, 
sunny, 
strong, 
wonderful



Let’s speak)))
Is it snowing now?
Did it snow yesterday?
Is the wind blowing now?
Was the  wind blowing
                   the whole day yesterday?
     Is the sun shining now? 
 Was the sun shining 
                   the whole day  yesterday?



Save the Earth Береги Землю



New vocabulary

atmosphere

“Ecology
”

oxygen



New vocabulary

burn

“Ecology
”

emit



New vocabulary

sleet

“Ecology
”

heat



New vocabulary

Solar power

“Ecology
”

land



New vocabulary

poison

“Ecology
”

harmful



New vocabulary

reduce

“Ecology
”

wipe out



New vocabulary “Ecology
”pollution

air 
pollution

water 
pollution

soil
pollutio

n



New vocabulary air 
pollution

toxic fumes токсические выбросы



New vocabulary water 
pollution

soil
pollutio

n

fish and plant species are dying

loss of natural habitat



New vocabulary “Ecology
”

Acid rain кислотный дождь





Writing “What can we do to 
solve 

the problem of acid 
rain”



Writing “What can we do to 
solve 

the problem of acid 
rain”

If we use wind or solar power,
 there will be less pollution. 



Writing “What can we do to 
solve 

the problem of acid 
rain”

If we turn off lights, TVs and computers when 
we are not using them, we will save energy. 



Writing “What can we do to 
solve 

the problem of acid 
rain”

If we have to drive to work,  we should share a 
ride with one or more people  or use public 
transport



Present Perfect Continuous
Формула: have / has been  + Ving

Примеры:
       have  / has been poluting

           Soldiers have been marching
                                          since 2 o’clock.
An officer has been marching 
                                               for 2 hours .



Спряжение глагола:
Eд.ч.
:1л-   I  have been marching
          2 л-   you   have been marching

3л-    he/she/it  has been marching

Мн.ч.: 
1л-   We  have been marching
2 л-   you   have been marching
           3л-    They   have been marching



Обстоятельства времени: 
since – с  каких-то пор 
for... – в течение


